**Books for 1st & 2nd Graders**


**CALL#** | **TITLE** | **AUTHOR**
---|---|---
1 | I Want a Dog | Jon Agee
2 | Across the Bay | Carlos Aponte
3 | Unicorns 101 | Cale Atkinson
4 | Don't Call Me Bear! | Aaron Blabey
5 | The Word Pirates | Susan Cooper
6 | Cece Loves Science and Adventure | Kimberly Derting
7 | What Is a Refugee? | Elise Gravel
8 | Hey Grandude! | Paul McCartney
9 | The Proudest Blue | Ibtihaj Muhammad
10 | If Pluto Was a Pea | Gabrielle Prendergast
11 | Dear Mr. President | Sophie Siers
12 | Hungry Jim | Laurel Snyder
13 | Reading Beauty | Deborah Underwood
14 | I Am Love | Susan Verde
15 | Mulan | Faye-Lynn Wu

**Favorite Authors**

**CALL#** | **TITLE** | **AUTHOR**
---|---|---
1 | How This Book Was Made | Mac Barnett
2 | Absolutely One Thing | Lauren Child
3 | This Is Me | Jamie Lee Curtis
4 | Austin, Lost in America | Jef Czekaj
5 | The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors | Drew Daywalt
6 | Tidy | Emily Gravett
7 | Angelina's Cinderella | Katharine Holabird
8 | There Was an Old Dragon Who Swallowed a Knight | Penny Parker Klostermann
9 | Yo-Kai Watch Seek and Find | Justus Lee
10 | Because of Thursday | Patricia Polacco
11 | Happy Dreamer | Peter H. Reynolds
12 | Gus's Garage | Leo Timmers
13 | Bug in a Vacuum | Melanie Watt
14 | Nanette's Baguette | Mo Willems
15 | I Am a Story | Dan Yaccarino